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1. OVERVIEW


The development of the XLN coin started in 2018 in Canada, after
an Exit Scam of the Sollarium Coin Project, and since then, our
main product is the decentralized market. Thus, users can buy and
sell goods with the XLN Asset or carry out private transactions, if
they wish.



For Lunarium Coin, the essential elements of intent are wide
accessibility in a wholly intuitive way. Encompassing, in its
entirety, the determination to reach the general public regardless of the technical knowledge level.



The Lunarium Blockchain is gonna be evolved to the point to be
acquired on the type of exchange between currencies, goods, and
services in the world, providing a mild and spontaneous
experience for all users.



Lunarium Blockchain will provide a robust, secure, private and
completely decentralized network supported by Lunarium
cryptocurrency (XLN), while Lunarium Games will develop gaming
technologies to be a subsidiary tool for Cryptocurrency's global
expansion, targeting usability and dissemination of the Asset.



We will ever continue supporting the development of an
ecosystem of applications, gaming platforms (Lunarium Games)
and businesses, developed by Lunarium's core team and its
community. We focused to be the drivers of the global expansion
of the blockchain revolution and games aimed at the usability of
cryptocurrencies.



The Lunarium Coin Project will consist of a thriving ecosystem of
decentralized, privacyenabled applications and a marketplace that
will deliver real-world applications to enable private commerce and
new privacy-enabled business models. No permissions are
required to use XLN or its applications as there is no centralized
authority behind them.



The Lunarium Blockchain core code applications and
enhancements are going to be decided by the Lunarium
Blockchain Group.. Perhaps, most important to our development
and success is our thriving and expanding community. The XLN is
structured to be transparently community-managed. The
development team is constantly growing through active outreach
and recruitment by the core team, as well as proactive ideas,
contributions and ofers to help from our community.



We are proud of the large and growing number of followers
Lunarium Coin has gathered so far on Twitter, in the Discord
group, and Telegram. We are promoting a friendly and engaging
environment where the participation and contribution of everyone
in the community are encouraged..

1.1 WHAT IS LUNARIUM?


It is a Blockchain project aimed at payment solutions, which seeks
to enhance its Holders through Stakes and Masternodes.



Our community is constantly evolving. With the creation of
Lunarium Games, we started to develop our gaming platform,
where, soon, users will be able to buy our currency and access the
games online or download them for their enjoyment. Furthermore,
with games interconnected to the Blockchain, it will be possible to
earn rewards depending on the player's performance.



Lunarium always aims at friendly solutions for its ecosystem,
having as its scope not only to develop its technology to continue
advancing but also to become a known and traded currency
around the world.

1.2 LUNARIUM BLOCK CHAIN
PRINCIPLES AND VIEW


The technological advances of recent years have developed so
much value in this new global sector of Crypto Assets, creating
opportunities in the fnancial market, unlike any other period in
history. Humanity is currently in a paradigm that will recreate the
way we communicate, do commerce, and have countless other
applications due to the adoption of Blockchain technology.



Nowadays, collecting, tracking, analyzing, and using personal data
has become an easy task for public and private entities.
Corporations and governments collect our data for a myriad of
reasons and the result is everyone's privacy loss.



Sometimes we think, "If I haven't done anything wrong, I have
nothing to hide," however, that kind of thinking fails to capture the
extraordinary impact our collected data have on us. That
information can be used for advertising targets, general
censorship, retribution boycotts for maintaining views contrary to
the status quo.



In fact, we can see in recent history that:

● Social media has been used to demonetize content, reject ads or
ban users who have opinions contrary to those of the media platform.
● Large crowdfunding sites have been accused of political prejudice,
allegedly rejecting or removing fundraising campaigns when the
causes are deemed unacceptable under the pretext of "not meeting
community standards".
● Personal information, including purchasing habits, is used by
businesses and governments for purposes ranging from advertising
to censorship and boycotts and has often been the subject of
massive breaches and cybersecurity theft, in part, because of the
many personal information that is in a centralized location.



So many conventional cryptocurrencies on the market, as well as
Bitcoin, do not ofer sufcient protection of a person's identity and
information, as all transactions are observable and traceable by
any given investigator. Those who value their privacy are not
adequately protected and are therefore vulnerable to exposure. A
privacy-enhanced cryptocurrency is a solution to the problem that
Lunarium (XLN) is a viable candidate.

1.3 ESPECIFICAÇÕES TÉCNICAS
DA MOEDA XLN


Coin Name : Lunarium



Ticker : XLN



Algo : Quark



Coin Type : POS/MN (no POW)



Max Block Size : 1 MB



Minimum Stake Age : 24H



Coin Maturity : 101 confirmations



Max Supply : Infinite



Port : 44071



Block Time : ~ 60 seconds



Masternode collateral : 10,000 XLN

1.4 BLOCKCHAIN LUNARIUM
BLOCK REWARDS DIVISIONS(XLN)
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● Every 60 seconds Lunarium Blockchain rewards its holders who
keep their XLN coins frozen in the network, either through Stakes or

Masternodes, distributing fxed amounts by blocks: from 2.39 XLN for
Stakes; and 5.6 XLN per masternodes per block, the more coins
holders bet on the network, the more rewards they can receive;

● The investors can view the earnings forecast through the ofcial
Lunarium Project website https://xlunarium.com/

2. FUTURE VISION

“Lunarium will make the development of its technologies its
“continuous vector for the usability and global adoption of the
XLN currency, through trading on its major exchanges;
developed platforms and services; and ongoing partnerships.”

3. ROAD MAP
Q4/2021
Whitepaper Update
v1.1

Lunarium Website
Update
Creating a
BlockchainMarketplace v1.0
integrated Lunarium
QT wallet update
Games Test
v1.3.0

Q1/2022
Start of e-commerce
games on the
Launch of Android
Lunarium games
Lunarium Wallet
site

Launch of the
Lunarium pool

Q2/2022
Launch of the web portfolio
QT v2.0 wallet update

Q3/2022
Launch of Exchange Lunarium

Q4/2022
Marketplace Update v2.0

4. PRINCIPAL CHALLENGES


Be among the leading global Coinmarketcap projects;



Be a project that follows constant evolutions and trends in the
cryptography market; and



Promote the global adoption of the XLN currency with the
constant development of its Blockchain, Lunarium Games
Platform, and the growth of the worldwide community.

5. WHERE TO TRADE
LUNARIUM(XLN)
● https://crex24.com/pt/exchange/XLN-BTC

● https://bololex.com/trading/?symbol=XLN-TRX

5.1 WHERE CAN I USE
LUNARIUM (XLN)

● https://masternodes.biz/cryptocurrency/XLN
(payment method for hosting masternodes);

● https://www.coinstake.in/
(Pool to invest in Stakes as a form of rewards and investments);

● https://betting.fanaticoscriptos.com
(Betting, buying and investing platform)

● soon you will be able to use your XLN to have fun and/or increase
your rewards according to your skills on the Lunarium Games
Platform https://lunariumgames.com.br/ (under development); and

● in the future, the Lunarium Community can enjoy its own
POOL and its own Exchange in the same access location.

5.2 ADVANTAGES OF INVESTING
IN LUNARIUM (XLN)

●possibility of increasing your earnings
through the POS mining concept through
Stakes and Masternodes, making the
mining process cleaner and less aggressive
to the environment;

● afordable XLN value with great upside
potential;

● currency in constant development and
in line with cryptographic trends;

● secure currency with fast transactions
and low transaction rates.

6. OFFICIAL CHANNELS


Site: https://xlunarium.com



Lunarium Games: https://lunariumgames.com.br



Talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5038045



Coin Github: https://github.com/LunariumCoin/lunarium/releases



Twitter: https://twitter.com/lunariumcoin



Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/4nFZeJr



Telegram: https://t.me/Lunarium_Official



Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/lunariumcoin

6.1 STATISTICS


CoinGecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/lunarium



Coinlib: https://coinlib.io/coin/XLN/Lunarium



WorldCoinIndex: https://www.worldcoinindex.com/coin/lunarium



Neironix: https://neironix.io/cryptocurrency/lunarium



Blockspot: https://blockspot.io/coin/lunarium

6.2 CONTACT


Lunarium Administration: directmessage@xlunarium.com; e



Developers: directmessage.developer@xlunarium.com.

